
CROSSFIRE
William Cross
SKILLS
Martial Arts, Marksmanship; Detective/Espionage,
Computers, Ultrasonics

POWERS
Enhanced Senses

“Bionic Left Eye” Nightvision 8
“Audio Sensor” Hyper-Hearing 12, Resistance 
to sonic attacks +7, Resistance to sound-based
mind control +11

EQUIPMENT
Special Uniform

Body Armor +2 from physical attacks, +3 from 
heat and cold attacks.
Pouches in his costume conceal a variety of 
items like gas masks, surveillance bugs, and 
single shot weapons.

Mind Control Equipment 16
His sonic inventions enable him to fill his 
subjects with intense hatred and violence. 
Victims will attack everyone within range until 
the machine is shut off or the victim is removed
from its effect. The range of the equipment is 
far missile distance.

CALLING: World Domination

PERSONALITY: Crossfire is a mercenary vil-
lain who opposes superheros because of their
potential interference with his plans. His overall
plans are to regain his equipment and resources;
destroy earth’s superheros; and conquer the world
for profit. He is an able long-range planner but he
often stumbles over immediate difficulties.

HISTORY
William Cross joined the CIA with the intention

of learning the secrets of the trade and to make
contacts that might prove useful. Specializing in
information gathering and extraction, he developed
an extremely effective means of brainwashing peo-
ple with ultrasonics. Quitting the CIA, Cross used
his skills for several highly profitable criminal
operations. At one point in his career, one of his

enemies booby-trapped his HQ. The explosion
robbed him of his left eye and ear. He used his
wealth to finance a cybernetic eye and ear.

Crossfire eventually decided that the existence
of superhumans posed a threat to future opera-
tions. His desire to eliminate future opposition led
him into several botched missions that put him in
confrontation with heroes like the Thing, Moon
Knight, Hawkeye and Captain America.

He eventually ended up in prison.
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